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Nasir is a gentle man with a hard life. In spite of it all, Na-
sir remains optimistic. He writes love letters to his wife and 
declaims his poetry, which silences even the most idiotic 
loudmouth. Nasir is also a Muslim in India, where Hindu na-
tionalism has taken on ever more virulent forms in recent 
decades. A candid exposé of life as a second-class citizen, 
living in a toxic intolerent society on the edge of inevitably 
exploding.

“Quiet gem reveals a sharp edge : Nasir reminds us that the quietest voices 
can often make the most penetrating, memorable impact.” The Hollywood 
Reporter
“A power to conjure grace out of  a beguilingly ordinary tale, a film of  quiet 
pleasures and unassuming wonders.” The Film Stage 
“Karthick’s film is an artisanal, visually prodigious work, a masterpiece that 
confirms his deserved and indisputable status as Most Promising Young 
Director in contemporary Indian cinema.” Cineuropa

“Mad Max: Fury Road meets Jaws : An apocalyptic cinematic ride through 
hell” Bloody Disgusting
“A fever-pitch, deliciously grotesque, adrenaline-soaked vortex of  social 
issues drama” Variety

VIDEOPHOBIA

A remote village in Kerala, India : a buffalo breaks free and 
destroys everything in its path. Threatened by its ferocity but 
also tempted by the prospect of a kill, men gather to hunt it. 
Quickly, the whole village converges into a senseless and 
self-destructive chase and the boundaries between man 
and beast disappear.

JALLIKATTU

NASIR
by Arun Karthick

by Lijo Jose Pellissery

A young woman discovers that a sex tape made without 
her knowledge is circulating online. Paranoia takes over, 
along with a sense of injustice. Her sudden terror of vid-
eo triggers a downward spiral where she loses all social 
bearings. 

A portrait of the overwhelmingly traumatic effects of a cy-
ber rape that fractures reality in a society under constant 
surveillance.

by Daisuke Miyazaki

India, The Netherlands / Drama / 2020 / 78’ / TA

India / Elevated Genre / 2019 / 91’ / MAL

Japan / Drama / 2019 / 88’/ JP

OFFICIAL SELECTION

2019
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by Theo Court
BLANCO EN BLANCO

In the prelude of the twentieth century, Pedro arrives in 
Tierra del Fuego, an hostile and violent territory, to immor-
talise the marriage of a powerful landowner. Fascinated by 
the beauty of the bride-to-be, he betrays the rules and is 
left to face the land, crawling with violence and marked by 
the genocide of the land indigenous. 

“Seductive and unforgettable” The Hollywood Reporter

Best Director Award & Fipresci Prize in Venice 
Orizzonti
Starring Alfredo Castro  (No, El Presidente, Neruda)

Spain, Chile, Germany, France / Drama / 2019 / 100’ / ES



by Orcun Behram
THE ANTENNA

In a dystopian Turkey, the Government installs new net-
works throughout the country to monitor information. The 
installation goes wrong in a crumbling apartment complex 
and Mehmet, the building intendant, will have to confront 
the evil entity behind the inexplicable transmissions that 
threaten the residents.

“A superior genre thriller with timely political bite” 
The Hollywood Reporter
“Rabid meets High Rise in this oozy mix of  social satire and sticky horror” 
The Globe And Mail OFFICIAL SELECTION

2019

END OF THE CENTURY
An Argentinian man from New York and a Spanish man 
from Berlin hook up by chance while in Barcelona. What 
seems like a one-night encounter between two strangers 
becomes an epic, decades-spanning relationship, in which 
time and space refuse to play by the rules. 

“With hues of  Weekend and Call Me by Your Name, Lucio Castro’s poignant 
and sexy romance will break your heart and mend it all at once.” IndieWire
“#10 Best First Feature in Best Films and Performances According to 
Over 300 Critics From Around the World” IndieWire 

US Release : The Cinema Guild
Best Film in BAFICI

by Johannes Nyholm
KOKO-DI KOKO-DA

A couple goes on a trip to find their way back to each other. 
A sideshow artist and his shady entourage emerge from the 
woods, terrorizing them, luring them deeper and deeper into 
a maelstrom of psychological terror and humiliating slap-
stick.A dreamy tale of dark woods, an old man in a straw hat 
and a bunny family shattered to pieces.

“It’s a true nightmare in motion: the immediate desire is to recoil, but it’s 
impossible to turn away. A movie that plays like the bastard offspring of A 
Groundhog Day and The Babadook.”
“An effective piece of  grief  horror that cuts deep”
 The Hollywood Reporter

by Lucio Castro

 
NORDIC COMPETITION

World Cinema Dramatic Competition

OFFICIAL SELECTION

2019

Turkey / Horror / Fantastic / 2019 / 115’ / TR

Argentina / Romance /2019 / 84’ / ES

Sweden, Denmark / Psychological Drama / 2019 / 86’ / SV

AINU MOSIR
by Takeshi Fukunaga Kanto, a fourteen-year-old boy and a descendant of Ja-

pan’s indigenous Ainu people, struggles to come to terms 
with the recent loss of his father. One day, he learns about 
the small hole in the cliff in nearby forest that Ainu people 
considered a path to the other side of the world - where 
dead people live. Kanto decides to visit the hole, hoping to 
see his deceased father.

By the director of Out Of My Hand (Berlinale 2015)
Photography by Sean Price Williams (Good Time, Queen Of Earth, 
Heaven Knows What)

USA, Japan / Drama, Coming of Age / 2020 / 84’ / JP
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